Directions to Sue Netherton’s Home – Polteana PL13 2GZ
From East Looe
Take the road leading to Sandplace & Morval and travel for about a mile and a half. Take
the first left where you will cross first the Looe Valley Railway and then the causeway over
the East Looe River. (At high spring tides this floods over the road) Follow the road up
the hill and continue until you reach Trenant Cross. Five lanes converge here and there is
a cottage on your left. Look for the signpost (on the left) and follow the road in the
direction of Pelynt. This will be downhill. There will be four sharp bends. Polteana is
about 100 yards beyond these bends on your left.
Drive just beyond the steep driveway and reverse into the opening on the road side of the
gates to avoid scraping the underside of the car on the lip on the edge of the road. Once
over the lip swing the car around and drive into the yard. (Four by fours need not worry
about the lip!)
From West Looe
Take the Polperro road and then turn off towards Pelynt. About ¼ mile down the road turn
right as though going to the John Fowler Holiday Camp. There is a signpost to Sowden’s
Bridge. Drive right down into the valley through the woods and turn left at the bottom and
then keep on the main lane and cross over the bridge (West Looe River). Polteana is
about 300 yards up the road on the right. Drive straight into the yard making sure that you
keep on the right hand side of the drive to avoid scraping the car on the lip of the drive.
From Torpoint and points east of Looe
Drive though Hessenford and turn left off the road to Looe at the top of the hill at
Widegates. Travel through Morval and drive down into the East Looe Valley. You are
heading towards Looe and should be able to see the Looe Valley Railway on your right.
Do not turn off the road at Sandplace but keep on the main road. About a mile on there is
a road off to the right. Take this road where you will cross first the Looe Valley Railway
and then the causeway over the East Looe River. (At high spring tides this floods over the
road) Follow the road up the hill and continue until you reach Trenant Cross. Five lanes
converge here and there is a cottage on your left. Look for the signpost (on the left) and
follow the road in the direction of Pelynt. This will be downhill. There will be four sharp
bends. Polteana is about 100 yards beyond these bends on your left.
Drive just beyond the steep driveway and reverse into the opening on the road side of the
gates to avoid scraping the underside of the car on the lip on the edge of the road. Once
over the lip swing the car around and drive into the yard. (Four by fours need not worry
about the lip!)
From Plymouth and places along A38 East of Liskeard
You have a choice of routes – either follow the signpost to Looe from Trerulefoot
Roundabout and then use the directions ‘From Torpoint and points east of Looe’ or
continue to the Menheniot junction and turn off for Looe there. Then follow the instructions
‘From Torpoint and points east of Looe’ from sentence two ‘Travel through Morval...’
From Liskeard and places north of there and along A38 west of Liskeard.
If you live near Morrisons it is probably easier to use the instructions given above from
Menheniot junction. You will be travelling towards Looe, but will keep on the road to
Sandplace via Morval. Stay on the road in the direction of Looe and take the road off to

the right about half way between the Sandplace junction and Looe. Follow the instructions
from there as given above for Torpoint etc.
If you live on the West side of Liskeard, it is now easier to drive to Dobwalls via the
Moorswater Estate. At the mini roundabout in Dobwalls take the left turn to Duloe and
travel about 4 miles to reach the village. Drive through Duloe passing the Church on your
right. A few 100 yards beyond the turning to the Church is a sharp bend with a junction to
Tredinnick. Take this road, (in effect straight on) and drive through Tredinnick Hamlet.
Continue for another good mile. You will be gradually going downhill all the time. When
you reach the place where five lanes meet follow the road in the direction of Pelynt. This
will be downhill. There will be four sharp bends. Polteana is about 100 yards beyond
these bends on your left.
Drive just beyond the steep driveway and reverse into the opening on the road side of the
gates to avoid scraping the underside of the car on the lip on the edge of the road. Once
over the lip swing the car around and drive into the yard. (Four by fours need not worry
about the lip!)

